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From our fearless leader . . .
As the summer is coming to an end, I would like to welcome everyone back to another great Guiding year.  I 
know the girls are excited, especially when I saw a little girl a few weeks ago shopping with her mom in a 
bright pink Sparks t-shirt. It made me smile and wonder where the summer disappeared to.
As you know I went to Guelph, Ontario for 13 days to attend Guiding Mosaic as Core Staff.  It was great 
experience and I believe that everyone should experience a huge camp of 2,500+ participants, either Mosaic 
or SOAR, in their Guiding life.  I had the opportunity to work with a great team of 16 ladies from all over the 
country. We had two conference calls before camp where we learned the scope of our job and finally got to 
put faces to the names when we got to camp. There were some very long days, but when there was down 
time, we were all up to no good together. One evening we had some time off and went kayaking and came in 
just as the sun was setting; it was great.
When we left, we were exhausted and sad to leave as everyone had to go their separate ways. We are not 
sure when we will meet face to face again but, thanks to modern technology, we will be able to keep in 
touch. I slept most of the way back on the plane and can’t give you many details of the two movies that 
played. I watched them through my closed eyelids enjoying the coolness of the plane as temperatures at 
camp peaked in the mid 40s with the humidex.
I'd really like to encourage those that have not attended a large camp to do so. You have a chance once again 
next summer, to attend SOAR 2011 here in BC. There is an opportunity to apply to take Guide level and up 
as a Patrol Guider or you can apply as Core Staff. Any Adult Member can apply you don’t need to be a Guide, 
Pathfinder or Ranger Guider. It is an experience of a lifetime.
Enjoy the last of your summer days!

Brande
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Sky's the Limit

21 girls and 6 Guiders from Cranbrook, 
Kimberley and Golden attended 
the Sky's the Limit Camp near 
Kamploops from July 24th to 31st.

The girls were spoilt for choice with 
program choices including  dragon 
boating, fly fishing, service to wild
and domestic animals, hiking, 
geocaching, ultimate Frisbee, 
making dragons, artist for the day, 
scrapbooking, kite making and many 
many more things. 

Most of our girls attended the session at the Wild Life Park where they got to watch a hawk picking up a bag 
of pebbles as practice for a wedding ceremony. The pebbles will be replaced with the rings in the ceremony.  
Ice-cream and swimming were great hits. 

And talk about skies! The sunsets and the moon were amazing. Climbing the dusty hill in the intense heat 
was a chore, but look up and see the kites littering the sky! What an amazing site!

Emily from Cranbrook was the winner of a fly-fishing trip with Mo Bradley. Congratulations!

2nd Fernie Guides made hygiene kits for the Red 
Cross to give out to refugees arriving in Vancouver.

Parade Float Sighting
The float had another outing at Kimberley's Julyfest 
where it took pride-of-place behind the Search and 
Rescue truck.

Service Project
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Sleeping Bags Care
Down bags should be washed when dirt and grime begin to interfere
 with loft. Most manufactures recommend washing your sleeping bag
 after 20 nights of use. This is also a good rule for synthetic bags. In 
general if it is dirty, losing loft or smells – wash it! Bags can either be
hand washed or, more simply, washed in a commercial front loading 
washing machine.
Step 1: Add a good cleaner concentrate made especially for down or
 synthetic fabric to the machine. These can be purchased at any good outdoor gear store.
Step 2: Close all zippers. Pull bag out of its stuff sack directly into washer to minimize loft. Bags with water
proof-breathable shells should be turned inside-out. Use warm water and the gentle cycle. Before drying run
an extra spin cycle to remove excess water.
Step 3: Now is a good time to apply a fresh water repellent treatment. Spray exterior with ReviveX Spray-On
water repellent or some similar product. Carefully move wet sleeping bag into the dryer. The bag will be 
very water logged and the down plumes will be clumped together – this is normal. The loft will be restored 
in the dryer.
Step 4: Dry bag in a large commercial dryer on the permanent press (medium) heat setting. Clean tennis 
balls may be added to break up the down clumps.
Note: Home dryers are not big enough to do this job. Bags need to be lifted and then free-fall. High heat or
small home dryers can melt synthetic fabrics.
Check progress periodically. Feel the insulation if there are clumps, the down plumes are still wet. Be
patient, it’s essential that the down is dried thoroughly. When completely dry, bring your sleeping bag 
home.
Unzip and allow to air overnight.
Synthetic bags – Synthetic insulated sleeping bags can be cleaned in much the same way as a down bag.
Wash by hand or in a front loading commercial washer using a good synthetic fabric leaner. Dry the bag
unzipped on a clothesline.

At home, store sleeping bags open or loosely stuffed into a large cloth or mesh storage bag. Don’t store
sleeping bags in stuff sacks or you will compress the insulation.

Tent Tip
Minimize condensation in tents by keeping upper tent vents open, and lower vents clear of sleeping bags, 
pads and other bulky items. This will lower the amount of condensation formed from breathing and, 
therefore, you will be warmer during the night.

Boot Tips
Relieve pressure and give your boots a custom fit with theses lacing tricks. 
1. Use “Skip Lacing” to take
pressure off sensitive areas. Lace to the top of the foot and skip the grommet or hook at the bend of your
ankle. 
2. Use the “Double Wrap” to have different levels of tightness on upper and lower sections of the boot.
Double wrap your laces at the bend of the ankle. This will allow you to tighten on loosen the upper or lower
section of your boot to suit your needs.

True or False
Campfires cause boot sole delaminations and/or deterioration?
True: Sitting at the campfire with your feet towards the fire may make you comfortably warm, but your boot
soles could be close to melting. This can easily cause failure of the sole’s glue bond. If your boot soles are
peeling use a good Urethane adhesive for a permanent fix.
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Area Advisers are ready to leap buildings in a single bound, neutralise monsters in your closet and swing 
into action to answer all your questions.*

*Results may vary, depending on the size of building and the type of monster.

From the editors desk . . .
My daughter started Brownies the year she turned six and finished 
Rangers the year she turned 18. There were years when it seemed 
she spent more time in a tent than in our house, between Guide 
camps and camping with her Dad. Last week she called herself a 
professional camper. She is lucky, given her profession, to have two 
days off in a row each week and she goes camping. I think she 
spends the other five days preparing to go camping. She marinates 
meat, chops vegetables, makes Sangria. Okay, she didn't learn the 
Sangria from Guiding but she did learn to prep. 
At times, the emphasis on preparation in Guiding can seem over the 
top. But, as my daughter knows, the more prep you do beforehand, 
the less work when you are camping. If all you have to do is pull out 
your food and cook it, the more time you have to kayak, hike or sit 
and read. 
As the second half of August is upon us, we are beginning 
preparations for fun and fabulous unit meetings. Remember that 
the planning and preparation beforehand makes each week less 
stressful and more likely to hold moments of serendipity.

I hope you all have had a chance to sit and read this summer. 

Beverley Rintoul
editor


